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A number of activities, including the development of search engines for OAI-PMH-collected 
metadata records, the implementation of federated search products by libraries, and the 
continued improvement of general purpose and specialized commercial Web search engines, have 
made it easier than ever to �nd objects in digital repositories and digital library collections. In this 
work, we seek to address some of the technical underpinnings of how digital objects, once found 
by a student or scholar, can be used and reused for teaching, learning, and research in a variety of 
di�erent tools and applications.

Asset actions are sets of typed URLs that a repository exposes for a given object, which resolve to 
various views or subsets of that object and its metadata. These asset action URLs are grouped into 
one or more asset action groups, each representing a set of actions that are useful for a particular 
class of object. All objects provide a “default” action group, plus potentially other groups 
appropriate to the type of object. At this point, preliminary asset action groups have been de�ned 
for basic images, addressable (scalable) images, structured texts, and multi-image documents, and 
asset action groups for additional content types are under discussion. 

Asset actions are intended to be a standardizable easy-to-implement mechanism for exposing 
high-level behaviors across a given class of digital objects, allowing a scholar or student to use 
tools for annotation, text/image analysis, classroom presentation, or other pedagogical and 
research activities, on objects from repositories across multiple institutions.
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Asset Actions Implementations

The Collectus tool , developed by the University of Virginia to allow users to easily create 
personal collections and slideshow presentations, uses the default and basic image asset 
action groups to obtain thumbnails, labels, and high resolution images to display in its 
interface. 

In DLF Aquifer’s asset actions portal experiment in 2006 , the University of Illinois developed a 
demonstration portal that harvested descriptive metadata and default and basic image asset 
action packages from OAI-PMH data providers at three other institutions. The portal used these 
asset actions to obtain thumbnails and labels for display, store objects in a book bag for future 
reuse, and to obtain high resolution images to support some rudimentary image annotation 
functions. It also integrated an early version of Collectus to provide an additional means of 
creating personal collections and slideshows. 

For these exeriments, a set of XML schemas was de�ned to provide a syntax for expressing asset 
actions and for packaging of asset action groups with Dublin Core and MODS descriptive 
metadata for harvesting via OAI-PMH.

DLF Aquifer

The Digital Library Federation’s Aquifer initiative seeks to develop a framework for a distributed 
open digital library across the DLF’s member institutions. One of the key goals of DLF Aquifer is to 
enable “deep sharing” of digital library content across institutional and technical boundaries. 

The current focus of the DLF Aquifer initiative is on the development of American Social History 
Online (ASHO), an online resource that aggregates digital library collections pertaining to 19th 
and 20th century United States social history. ASHO provides a Web portal for searching and 
browsing metadata for objects from relevant collections, as well as Web services based on SRU and 
OAI-PMH that other tools and applications can use to interface with ASHO’s collections.

The current prototype American Social History Online portal generates minimal asset actions for 
harvested resources so that items in result sets may be easily imported into Collectus, and work is 
underway to extend it to be able to harvest richer asset actions data from contributing collections 
as well as to examine how asset actions may be used by the portal to better support other tools, 
such as Zotero.

<entry>
   <id>oai:diglib.lib.utk.edu:FHM00711#getPreview</id>

<link 
href="http://gita.grainger.uiuc.edu/registry/thumbnails/thumbnail.asp?identi�er=oai%3Adiglib
%2Elib%2Eutk%2Eedu%3AFHM00711&amp;force=yes" rel="alternate" />

   <title>Aggregated Resource</title>
   <updated>3/1/2007 2:06:21 PM</updated>
   <rdf:type>info:dlf/aquifer/assetActions/getPreview</rdf:type>
   <rdf:type>info:dlf/aquifer/assetActions/getThumbnail</rdf:type>
 <dc:description>Preview; Thumbnail</dc:description>
   <dc:format>image/png</dc:format>
  </entry>
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Asset Actions and OAI-ORE

The Open Archives Initiative’s draft Object Reuse and Exchange (OAI-ORE) standard has 
sought to de�ne a standard way to represent and expose aggregations of related resources 
on the Web through the development of an abstract data model for aggregations and the 
expression of this data model as “resource maps,” which may be serialized as Atom XML or 
RDF/XML. We have recently begun to explore the expression of asset actions using OAI-ORE 
serializations.
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